Lecturing Service
At Rim Intelligence, we provide lecturing services by our reporters at your office or at a
convenient location near your office. In addition to explaining our price assessment
methodology, our reporters, who are well-versed in energy trading information, can also
conduct speeches regarding market movements. Further, we can also provide lecturing
services on the overall energy market, so feel free to contact us. Lectures can be conducted
in English or Japanese.
These lectures are especially suitable in the following instances:
-

As an internal course within the company for staff or for new employees

-

For various seminars or conferences

Reports issued by Rim Intelligence include:
-

Crude

-

Petroleum Products

-

LPG

-

Petrochemical

-

LNG

-

Bunkers

-

Lorry Rack (Japanese Domestic Truck)

-

Japan Products (Japanese Domestic Barge)

For inquiries, contact us at:
Tel: 81-3-3552-2411
Email: info@rim-intelligence.co.jp

Terms of Use
Start of Service
An official request is to be submitted by Email or Fax stating the date/time, venue and
contents of the lecture. This is subject to mutual agreement between the user of this service
and Rim. Even after the agreement is made, Rim may terminate this service should
circumstances arise making it difficult for Rim to conduct this service.
Place of Lecture
To be provided by the user.
Fees
Fees include lecturing, transportation, accommodation and meal costs, where necessary.
Rim shall invoice the user for all the above costs. Depending on the contents, the lecturer
may bring along an assistant. In such a case, the assistant’s transportation, accommodation
and meal costs, where necessary, shall be borne by the user. The cost of additional texts or
lecture materials, other than power point slides, shall also be borne by the user. Payment is
to be made 7 days (excluding Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays) before the
commencement of the lecture. Payment is by telegraphic transfer to a bank account
specified by Rim. Fees for the telegraphic transfer shall be borne by the user.
Cancellation Charges
After the agreement started, if the user wishes to cancel the service, the following
cancellation charges apply:
14 days before the start of the lecture: 100% of fees
15 to 30 days before the start of lecture: 50% of fees
31 days before the start of the lecture: 30% of fees
Charges shall be paid within 7 days of the cancellation of the agreement.
Copyrights and Other Intellectual Property Rights
Voice recordings, video recordings and Ustream of lectures are prohibited. Photography is
also not permitted. Participants shall refrain from taking photographs using their mobile
phones.
All copyrights and other intellectual property rights pertaining to the lecture shall be owned
by Rim and not passed to the user. With for commercial purposes or not, permission from
Rim is required if the user wishes to use the contents of the lecture in other ways.

Unauthorized use of all or part of the lecture materials for similar seminars is strictly
prohibited.
No portion of the lecture materials shall be copied, reproduced or retransmitted without
permission from Rim.
Personal Information
Personal information obtained by Rim during the course of the user’s application for this
service shall be used only for this service and not be disclosed to a third party.
Force Majeure
In the case where the lecturer is unable to attend due to death, illness, natural disaster or
unforeseen transportation problems, Rim shall try to make alternative arrangements such as
sending a replacement lecturer. However, Rim shall not be responsible for any damages to
the users because of this.
Damages
In the case where Rim is responsible to pay damages concerning this agreement, such
damages should be limited to the lecture fees.
Changes to Terms of Use
Rim may make amendments, additions or deletions to these terms of use without prior
notice to the user.
Governing Law and Jurisdiction
Disputes arising from using this service shall be under the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts
of first instance with the Tokyo District Court and Tokyo Summary Court.
Others
Any matters not included in the above shall be discussed and agreed between Rim and the
user.

